
Roman Oil LamP Manufacture
by

Andy Hornby

I was asked by Lancaster City Museum to
reproduce a Roman oil lamp from the Museum
collections, for sale in the new museum shop.
The following notes may be of interest to
Contrebis readers: f..
The majority of lamps were press-moulded in
two sections using low-fired clay moulds.

The simplest type is egg-shaped with one hole
for the wick and another for filling with
oil. (fiq 1 ) A solid clay model was made and
Ieft to dry. Sheets of clay are pressed over
the model and cut along the (dotted) seam
Iine. Decoration 1s impressed or incised
into the mould pieces and the mould is fired-

Another common type has an elongated spout
and more sophisticated modelling around the
filling hole. Softening of detail on the
moulded decoration is caused by wear on the
mould with repeated use. This suggests
mass-production in large numbers. (fig 2l

The lamp I have chosen to reproduce is finely
modelled and carefully finished' suggesting
it was a more 'up-market' item. (fiq 3t4,51
The manufacturing process was probably as
follows:

1. The Model
A piece of clay is
and turned (as on
the main body,
around the filling
are shaped with
(fj-s 6)

put on the throwing wheel
a lathe ) to the shaPe of

including the depression
hoIe. Circular mouldings

a tool similar to fiq 6.
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The handle and spout are modelled seperately
and the pieces joined together. (fig 7l

The completed model is left to drY.

2. The Mould
A sheet of clay is worked around the top
section of the model and trimmed to the seam
Iine, then teft to harden slightly. This is
repeated for the bottom section. The mould
can then be separated and the model removed.
(fig B)

Further decoration can be impressed or carved
into the mould surface. On this lamp, a
circular pattern of horse-shoe shapes is
impressed into the mould with a tool like fig
9. ( fiq 9l

3. The Finished Lamp
Sheets of clay are worked well into the two
mould sections. The edges are trimmed and
them damped. The two mould pieces are
pressed together. The Iamp can be removed
virtually immediately and left to harden.

The seam line is smoothed with a sharpe knife
and sponqed. Holes are cut in the centre,
spout and handle.

Most lamps seem to have been finished by
dipping lnto a fine slip (a slurry of clay
and water) of Terracotta or active colour
clay. This is partly for decoration but also
to decrease porosity. When properly dry, the
lamp can be fired.

Boulton and Watt Engines in North Lancashire
an Industrial Mystery

by James Price

It is now generally accepted that the textile
industry in North West England developed
through three phases - each characterised by
a different form of power; domestic (using
human muscular power), water power and steam
power. Research since the 1 960's IClark,
Hartley and Pricel has increased our under-
standing of the local water powered industry
which developed in the late eighteenth cen-
tury. Much still remains to be discovered
about the other two phases.

This paper seeks to throw further light upon
one question, that of the introduction into
this area of steam pov/er. It asks when were
the first steam engines installed in north
Lancashire, and into which mill-s. In answer-
ing the questions doubt is thrown upon the
views put forward by two eminent geographers
- Prince and Gregory. The work of these two
scholars who have used the Boulton and Watt
archives in Birmingham sugrgest that there
were early engines in the area than at
present local investigation wiII support.

Between 1 780 and 1 830 there developed in
North Lancashire a thriving textile industry.
By 1801 there were 16 and in 1830 23 textj-1e
miIIs using water power in the Lancaster
area. Many of these were on long established
water power sites formerly used by corn
mi]Is. Map (1 ) shows the distribution of
this industry whj-ch was sited in rural often
remote l-ocations on the tributaries of the
Lune and Wyre. The rapid development of the
water powered textile industry was contingent
upon the application of the water frame and
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